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A B S T R A C T   

Methods that unambiguously prove microbial plastic degradation and allow for quantification of degradation 
rates are necessary to constrain the influence of microbial degradation on the marine plastic budget. We 
developed an assay based on stable isotope tracer techniques to determine microbial plastic mineralization rates 
in liquid medium on a lab scale. For the experiments, 13C-labeled polyethylene (13C-PE) particles (irradiated with 
UV-light to mimic exposure of floating plastic to sunlight) were incubated in liquid medium with Rhodococcus 
ruber as a model organism for proof of principle. The transfer of 13C from 13C-PE into the gaseous and dissolved 
CO2 pools translated to microbially mediated mineralization rates of up to 1.2 % yr− 1 of the added PE. After 
incubation, we also found highly 13C-enriched membrane fatty acids of R. ruber including compounds involved in 
cellular stress responses. We demonstrated that isotope tracer techniques are a valuable tool to detect and 
quantify microbial plastic degradation.   

1. Introduction 

Plastic pollution poses a planetary boundary threat (Arp et al., 2021; 
MacLeod et al., 2021). That is, waste mismanagement has led to the 
accumulation of plastics and their weathering products in almost any 
environment. This planetary-scale exposure to novel entities and 
chemical pollution is not readily reversible and threatens to disrupt vital 
Earth system processes. An estimated 1.7–4.6 % of global plastic waste 
ends up in the ocean (Jambeck et al., 2015), resulting in a total accu-
mulation of 117–320 million tons (Mt) of plastic (Wayman and Nie-
mann, 2021) in the marine environment between 1950 and 2015 (Geyer 
et al., 2017; Jambeck et al., 2015). However, the amount of marine 
plastic debris (MPD) found afloat in the oceans is estimated with 
0.61–1.65 Mt (Lebreton et al., 2019), and hence much lower than the 
expected mass of floating MPD, a phenomenon that was coined the 
“ocean plastic paradox” (Thompson et al., 2004; Van Sebille et al., 

2015). At least to some degree, gaps in the global MPD budget are 
related to inaccurate quantification of floating and submerged plastics. 
For example, surface trawls underestimate the total amount of MPD 
(Kooi et al., 2016; Lindeque et al., 2020; Poulain et al., 2019). Addi-
tionally, the ocean plastic paradox indicates the removal of MPD from 
the ocean surface (Cózar et al., 2014; Erni-Cassola et al., 2019; Kaandorp 
et al., 2020), but ocean plastic’s fate and longevity are still not well 
constrained (Koelmans et al., 2017; Oberbeckmann and Labrenz, 2020). 
For example, the half-life of polyethylene (PE) in the marine environ-
ment is estimated to vary between 23 and 2500 years, based on ex-
trapolations of published weathering rates from different marine 
environments (Chamas et al., 2020). For a better understanding of the 
impact of plastic pollution on the marine environment, it is thus 
important to unravel the fate of the missing plastic. Physical forcing 
through wave action and photooxidation triggered by solar radiation at 
the ocean surface lead to fragmentation and ultimately the generation of 
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secondary micro- and nano-plastics (Lambert and Wagner, 2016; Pou-
lain et al., 2019; Ter Halle et al., 2016), which are not easily detectable 
(Chamas et al., 2020; Ter Halle et al., 2017). Photooxidation of plastics 
by UV-light introduces oxygen to the carbon backbone (Andrady, 2017; 
Fotopoulou and Karapanagioti, 2019; Gewert et al., 2015), and chain 
scission causes the release of smaller compounds such as hydrocarbons, 
oligomers and monomers (Gewert et al., 2018; Royer et al., 2018; Ward 
et al., 2019). Consequently, photo-oxidized plastic surfaces and degra-
dation products are more bioavailable and may be degraded further by 
microbes (Romera-Castillo et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020). 

Many plastics can be viewed as a hydrocarbon-like matrix (Jacquin 
et al., 2019) that contains a substantial amount of chemical energy 
(Oberbeckmann and Labrenz, 2020; Walters et al., 2000). Biological 
plastic degradation has indeed been discussed as a potential plastic sink 
in the marine environment (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2020; Vaksmaa et al., 
2021; Zeghal et al., 2021). It is, however, a largely uncharted territory. 
Some microbial plastic degraders were found in terrestrial environ-
ments, eg. Alcanivorax, Lysinibacillus, Aspergillus, Pseudomonas, and 
Ideonella sakaiensis (Delacuvellerie et al., 2019; Esmaeili et al., 2013; 
Mohanan et al., 2020; Montazer et al., 2020; Yoshida et al., 2016) but 
only a few were found in marine environments (Roager and Sonnen-
schein, 2019; Urbanek et al., 2018). In fact, degradation rates and the 
influence of microbial degradation on plastic accumulation in the ma-
rine environment are unknown (Oberbeckmann and Labrenz, 2020; 
Rogers et al., 2020; Romera-Castillo et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2020; 
Zeghal et al., 2021; Zhu, 2021). 

Destruction rates of MPD have been determined with in situ tests, but 
the results are usually ambiguous. The distinction between biotic and 
abiotic processes is not always clear (Oberbeckmann and Labrenz, 2020) 
and the methods applied in previous studies do not allow for accurate 
determination of microbial degradation rates (Montazer et al., 2020; 
Vaksmaa et al., 2021). Microbial plastic degradation consists of four 
stages (Amobonye et al., 2021; Jacquin et al., 2019; Oberbeckmann and 
Labrenz, 2020). (I) Biodeterioration can be initiated by the formation of 
a biofilm on the plastic surface. In this stage, the polymer undergoes 
superficial modification of mechanical, physical, and chemical proper-
ties. (II) During bio-fragmentation, the polymer is weathered further and 
fragments. (III) Once fragments are small enough and (bio)chemically 
modified, low molecular weight compounds can be transported into the 
cells. Microbes can then assimilate these during anabolic processes to 
build cell components such as DNA and lipids (Russell and Cook, 1995). 
(IV) For energy gain, the plastic-derived carbon may either be oxidized 
to CO2 (mineralization) or reduced to CH4 (Russell and Cook, 1995). In 
the literature, the terms degradation and mineralization are often used 
interchangeably, which leads to further ambiguity. In contrast to 
degradation rates, microbial PE mineralization rates in the marine 
environment have not yet been determined (Jacquin et al., 2019; 
Oberbeckmann and Labrenz, 2020). Previous studies have used an array 
of techniques to study microbial plastic degradation. For example, im-
aging techniques have frequently been applied, such as scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM), to visualize biofilms and abrasions on MPD 
surfaces, both of which have been interpreted as qualitative indicators of 
microbial plastic degradation (Eich et al., 2015; Sivan, 2011; Tribedi 
and Sil, 2013). Similarly, Raman (Nauendorf et al., 2016) and Fourier- 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Fontanella et al., 2010) are 
used to analyze chemical changes in the polymer matrix that potentially 
result from biodegradation. Estimates of in situ biodegradation of 
microplastics in marine environments was based on weight loss of 
plastics (Beltrán-Sanahuja et al., 2020; Chamas et al., 2020; Oberbeck-
mann and Labrenz, 2020; Tosin et al., 2012). Biological degradation 
rates of PE determined in the lab based on weight loss vary from 3.4 % of 
the initially added plastic after 80 days (Delacuvellerie et al., 2019), 25 
% after one year (Sudhakar et al., 2008) or 7 % after 5 months (Syr-
anidou et al., 2019). However, it is challenging to accurately determine 
small mass reductions. Plastic degradation rates have also been deter-
mined from microbial respiration (Eich et al., 2015; Rose et al., 2020), 

but oxygen consumption and CO2 evolution rates can be ambiguous 
because of co-occurring degradation of carbon substrates other than 
plastic. 

Ascertaining the impact of microbial plastic degradation in aquatic 
environments urgently calls for methods that (I) can provide unambig-
uous proof for microbial plastic degradation, and (II) allow quantifying 
plastic degradation at low rates (Montazer et al., 2020). Stable isotope 
probing (SIP) and stable isotope tracing assays have the potential to 
more accurately assess plastic degradation (Amobonye et al., 2021; 
Roager and Sonnenschein, 2019; Rogers et al., 2020; Wright et al., 
2020). These methods allow to resolve substrate breakdown, formation 
of reaction products and growth by tracing isotope label (e.g. 13C) from 
the plastic substrate into reaction products and cell components (e.g. 
DNA and lipid biomarkers) (Boschker et al., 1998; Radajewski et al., 
2000). Transfer of isotope label between reaction pools can also be 
quantified, which in return offers the opportunity to quantify microbial 
kinetics (Hayes, 2004). Assimilation of plastic-derived compounds has 
been studied by SIP of microbial lipids and single fungal filaments 
(Taipale et al., 2019; Zumstein et al., 2018). 

We developed a new isotope tracing/stable isotope probing approach 
in liquid medium, simulating conditions as found in aquatic environ-
ments, with photo-oxidized plastic to detect and quantify microbially 
mediated plastic degradation. In this study, we used Rhodococcus ruber 
strain C208 as a model organism to validate our method. R. ruber is a 
well-studied bacterium with the known ability to degrade hydrocarbons, 
aromatic compounds (Guevara et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2018) and various 
hydrocarbon-based plastic polymers, such as PE, polypropylene (PP) 
and polystyrene (PS) (Auta et al., 2018; Gilan et al., 2004; Gravouil 
et al., 2017; Mor and Sivan, 2008) We tested this method with PE, since 
it is the most produced polymer worldwide, constituting 36 % of all 
polymer types, and also the most commonly found plastic in the oceans 
(Erni-Cassola et al., 2019; Plastics Europe, 2020). Our method allows 
quantification of microbially mediated mineralization rates of as little as 
~1 ‰ of the initially added plastic and also allows tracing plastic 
derived carbon into microbial biomass. This method shows great 
promise for improving our understanding of the role of microbial plastic 
degradation in the missing plastic paradox. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Bacterial strain and pre-culture conditions 

Cryopreserved Rhodococcus ruber (strain C208, DSM No. 45332) 
cultures were defrosted on ice, resuspended with sterile Milli-Q water, 
streaked on nutrient agar (Difco) plates, and cultured aerobically at 
27 ◦C for 4 days. Fresh colonies were picked from the plate and sub- 
cultured in triplicate in 100 mL liquid nutrient broth (NB, Difco) and 
incubated at 28 ◦C in Erlenmeyer flasks (250 mL) on a rotary shaker 
(100 rpm) for 2 days. The mid-exponential phase of the culture was 
approximated, based on the doubling time of R. ruber, and confirmed by 
photo spectrometer measurements of optical density at 660 nm. Mid- 
exponential-phase bacterial cells were subsequently centrifuged for 
10 min at 1500 rpm. To avoid carry-over of nutrients, we washed the 
pellet three consecutive times in 4 mL sterile minimal salt medium 
(MSM) (Sivan et al., 2006) (see details in Supplemental Information), 
followed by resuspension in MSM before inoculation. 

2.2. Bottle setups 

To compare the effect of immersion of plastics relative to floating 
plastics on degradation rates, we tested a newly designed bottle setup (in 
which plastic particles remain submerged; Fig. S1) against a regular 
incubation bottle (control; plastics remain afloat). For kinetic experi-
ments, we set up parallel incubations in quadruplet with both bottle 
types to compare the two systems: (I) 100 mL borosilicate glass lab flasks 
with a GL 45 neck (hereafter termed ‘Standard Bottle’) and (II) the same 
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bottles with a transparent plexiglass insert developed in house in order 
to maintain positively buoyant plastic particles submerged (hencefor-
ward termed ‘Johan Bottle’; Fig. S1). All flasks were closed with grey 
bromobutyl rubber stoppers (Duran, catalogue# 292062803) to facili-
tate repeated headspace (HS) measurements. Plexiglass inserts were 
glued to the stopper with Wacker ELASTOSIL E43 RTV-1 silicone rubber 
glue and covered with a gauze (1 μm mesh size) at the other end, thus 
creating a gaseous HS separated from particles in the aqueous phase, 
while still allowing gas exchange between medium and headspace. 
Magnetic stirrers (5 mm in length) were joined to both sides of the gauze 
to remove potential biofilm prior to gas measurements by placing the 
bottles on a stirrer plate for 2 min. 

2.3. Determination of mineralization kinetics 

We carried out kinetic tests in quadruple in closed bottles with MSM 
and with 13C-labeled polyethylene powder (poly(ethylene-13C2), 99 
atom-% 13C-labeled, Sigma Aldrich, Batch#: MBBC2556, white powder, 
granule diameter ≪1 mm, ID confirmed by FT-IR) as the sole added 
carbon source. Since photochemical alteration of floating plastic is an 
important process at the sea surface that likely influences microbial 
plastic interactions, we treated the PE with UV-light to simulate natural 
solar light. This is commonly done in other studies on microbial plastic 
degradation, too (Arp et al., 2021; Gerritse et al., 2020; Rose et al., 2020; 
Rummel et al., 2021; Sivan et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2020). For this, the 
13C-PE was irradiated with ultraviolet A and B light for 75 h prior to 
setting up incubations. Subsequently, the polymer particles were ster-
ilized (30 min in 70 % ethanol) and air dried in a laminar flow cabinet. 
For each setup we added 2 mg of labeled polymer to bottles with ~90 mL 
MSM, leaving a gaseous HS of ~42 mL. We then inoculated each biotic 
incubation with 250 μL of the pre-washed R ruber inoculum (ca. 8.2 ×
108 colony-forming units (CFU) mL− 1). For both bottle types, 4 extra 
inoculated bottles were immediately fixed by adding 1 mL of saturated 
mercury-chloride (HgCl2) solution (7.4 mg mL− 1) and used as sterilized 
controls (‘Johan Bottle-KC’ and ‘Standard Bottle-KC’) for lipid 
biomarker measurements. Data analysis showed that the sterilized 
controls proved not suitable as controls for the kinetic experiments. 
Samples poisoned with HgCl2 showed erratic changes of δ13C-values of 
the CO2(HS) and a decrease in dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) con-
centrations (data not shown). At present, we can only speculate how 
HgCl2 interfered with the PE polymer and carbonate system (see Sup-
plemental Information). As controls for the kinetic experiments, we set 
up an extra set of control incubations. We set up 4 ‘Standard Bottles’ 
containing 13C-PE and MSM, but these were not inoculated with R. ruber 
(abiotic control). In total, 20 bottles were incubated (Table S1). 

We carried out incubations at 25 ◦C for ~1 month, and regularly 
measured the concentration of gases and the ratio of stable carbon iso-
topes in CO2 accumulated in the HS. We kept bottles in an opaque box 
shielded from light to ascertain that we only measured microbial 
mineralization, without potential influence of photocatalysis on the 
rates. Bottles were only taken out of the box to sample the HS. We 
determined DIC concentrations and pH at the start and end of the in-
cubation. Additionally, we took aliquots for lipid analyses at the end of 
the incubations. 

2.4. Headspace measurements 

During the incubations, we monitored respiration by measuring 
concentrations of CO2 and CH4, and stable carbon isotope ratios of CO2. 
We used a gas chromatograph (GC) coupled to a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer/methanizer-flame ionization detector (GC-quadMS/FID) 
for concentration measurements and a GC isotope ratio monitoring MS 
unit (GC-irMS) for stable carbon isotope measurements. Analytical and 
operational details of these analyses can be found in the Supporting 
Information. 

To compensate for the pressure changes induced by taking HS 

samples, and to keep incubation conditions oxygenated, we injected 2 
mL of pure oxygen after every second HS measurement. In this way, 
dissolved oxygen concentrations remained above 135 μmol L− 1 in the 
medium, as measured with a Fiber-Optic Oxygen Meter (Piccolo2) in 
combination with OXSP5 spot sensors (PyroScience, data not shown). 

2.5. Dissolved inorganic carbon concentrations and pH measurements 

CO2 in the HS (CO2(HS)) is in equilibrium with DIC in the aqueous 
phase (Millero, 1979). The total amount of CO2 in the carbonate pool, 
∑

CO2 (=DIC + CO2(HS)), was used to translate the change in δ13C values 
of CO2(HS) to 13C-excess production, which allowed us to calculate 
mineralization rates. At the start and end of the incubations, we took 
aliquots of the incubation medium to measure DIC concentrations and 
pH. For this, the liquid phase of the bottles (incubation medium with 
microbial inoculum and plastic particles) was filtered over pre- 
combusted GF/F filters (Ø 25 mm) in a pre-cleaned (0.1 M HCl) 
syringe-filter setup. The filtrate was subsampled for DIC measurements, 
and DIC was measured according to Stoll et al. (2001). The pH of the 
liquid phase was determined with a pH meter (Mettler-Toledo Seven 
compact S210). 

2.6. Analysis of membrane fatty acids 

Lipid stable isotope probing (lipid-SIP) is the combination of lipid 
analysis, in this case fatty acids (FAs), with a stable isotope labelling 
assay. Filters for FA analysis were freeze-dried and cut into smaller 
pieces and extracted using a modified Bligh-Dyer protocol (Bale et al., 
2019; Heinzelmann et al., 2014), after which the intact polar lipids were 
hydrolyzed to obtain FAs which were subsequently derivatized into FA 
methyl esters (FAMEs) using BF3-methanol. FAMEs were quantified and 
identified, and stable carbon isotope values were determined as 
described previously (Bale et al., 2019; Schouten et al., 1998). Proced-
ures for FA extraction, quantification, and measurement of δ13C can be 
found in the Supporting Information. 

From the obtained δ13C values and fractional abundances of single 
FAs, we determined an abundance weighted average FA δ13 value to 
estimate the δ13C-value of bulk biomass. We then used this bulk biomass 
δ13C-estimate to roughly assess the amount of PE derived 13C assimilated 
by R. ruber (i.e., excess 13C-carbon content in the bacterial particulate 
biomass; 13Cex-bac-POM). Further details of the calculations can be 
found in the Supporting Information. As a control for the FA analysis, we 
used biomass of sterilized control experiments (Johan Bottle-KC and 
Standard Bottle-KC). 

2.7. Calculation of PE mineralization rates 

Degradation of the 13C-labeled PE substrate leads to a transfer of 13C- 
label into the product pool, such as the terminal oxidation product CO2 
and biomass. Transformation kinetics of labeled substrates can be used 
to determine microbial mineralization rates of plastics (Hama et al., 
1993). We traced the 13C-label from >99 % 13C-labeled PE into CO2 to 
determine PE mineralization kinetics according to the following 
reaction: 

[C2H4](n) + 3n O2→2n (CO2 +H2O) (1) 

At the start of the incubations, the setups already contained CO2 and 
DIC in the incubation medium, and organic matter from the microbial 
inoculum, all of which contain a mix of 12C and 13C. As a consequence, 
the measured CO2/DIC pools of the incubations contain 13C from PE 
mineralization as well as an admixture of residual 13C and 12C. To 
determine microbially mediated rates, we quantified the total amount of 
13C in 

∑
CO2 originating from PE mineralization, produced in excess to 

the amount of 13C originating from background processes. The absolute 
amount of 13C in a given carbon pool can be determined from the 
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fractional abundance of 13C (13F) and the total amount of carbon in the 
given pool (Hayes, 2004). 

Since, in the carbonate system, DIC is in isotopic equilibrium with 
CO2(HS), any change in 13F-CO2(HS) corresponds to an equal change in 13F 
in the DIC pool (albeit with a relatively small but constant offset due to 
equilibrium isotope effects (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001)). Hence, 
changes in 13F in the 

∑
CO2 pool can be determined from changes in 13F- 

CO2(HS) and 13F-CO2(HS) can be calculated from the δ13C values of CO2 

(HS) measured by GC-irMS. We calculated 13F values according to the 
principles published by Hayes (2004), as presented in the Supplemental 
Information. 

We assumed that changes in 13F in 
∑

CO2 were caused by admixture 
of 13C from PE-mineralization, and potentially ongoing background re-
actions will not change 13F substantially (note that this does not account 
for minor isotope fractionation related to microbial mineralization of 
necro-mass or PE-derived carbon). Therefore, the change in 13F-

∑
CO2 

during the time course of the incubation and the total amount of carbon 
in the 

∑
CO2 pool translates to a 13C-excess production (13Cex): 

13Cex =
[(

13F-
∑

CO2

)

tn
−
(

13F-
∑

CO2

)

t0

]
×
(∑

CO2

)

tn
(2)  

where (13F-
∑

CO2)tn and (13F-
∑

CO2)t0 denote the fractional abundance 
of 13C in the 

∑
CO2-pool at the end and start of the incubation, respec-

tively, and (
∑

CO2)tn the total amount of carbon in the 
∑

CO2 pool at the 
end of the incubation. 

Since DIC values were only available for the start and end point of the 
incubation, 13Cex could only be determined quantitatively for the 
endpoint. To estimate the 13Cex production over time, we used a 
modeling approach to assess 

∑
CO2 for intermediate time points. We 

based this model on Henry’s law and assumed that speciation of gaseous 
versus dissolved CO2 progressed linearly, as explained in the Supporting 
Materials. From the measured and modeled values of 

∑
CO2, we deter-

mined 13Cex based on δ13C-values of CO2(HS), which were measured 
regularly during the time course of the incubation. For further rate 
calculations, we corrected 13Cex in the experiments for abiotic 13Cex 
(13Cex(abiotic)) to obtain net 13C excess production (13Cex(net)), as 
expressed in Eq. (3): 

13Cex(net) = 13Cex(life) − 13Cex(abiotic) (3) 

The 13Cex(net) was then used to calculate the amount of PE miner-
alized during the incubations. The rate of microbial mineralization of PE 
(in μg month− 1) is then defined as the net amount of PE degraded during 
the incubation divided by the duration of the incubation. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Concentration and stable carbon isotope composition of headspace 
CO2 

Over the course of the incubations (ca. 1 month), we frequently 
measured the CO2(HS) concentrations of the Standard Bottle, Johan 
Bottle, and abiotic control. The CO2 concentrations in the Johan Bottle 
at day 0 of the incubation were ~ 150 ppm higher compared to the 
Standard Bottle. Yet, in both biotic incubations, the CO2 concentrations 
increased over time by ~250 ppm (Fig. S2A). During the first 5 days of 
incubation, CO2(HS) concentrations in all incubation types were 
behaving erratically/random, which is also evident from the variation 
between the replicates. We attribute the erratic pattern to equilibration 
of the gas with the aqueous phase. Nevertheless, there is a consistent 
trend of increasing CO2(HS) concentrations over time during both biotic 
incubations and for all replicates, mainly in the first 10–15 days. In the 
abiotic control, the CO2 concentration at the start (day 0) of the incu-
bation was ~780 ppm higher compared to the biotic incubations. 
However, in contrast to the biotic incubations, CO2 concentrations in the 
abiotic control remained constant over time in all four replicates. Thus, 

CO2 production in the biotic incubations originated from biological 
activity and indicates biological plastic mineralization. 

The δ13C-CO2 values for the biotic incubations also showed a major 
increase (to 462 ‰ (Johan Bottle) and to 794 ‰ (Standard Bottle); 
Fig. S2B; Table S2). We observed the strongest increase of δ13C-CO2 
values in the first 10–12 days of the incubation, after which the rate of 
increase levelled off. The abiotic control showed a different, almost 
linearly increasing trend in the δ13C-CO2-values, but the total increase 
(~120 ‰) was much smaller than in the biotic incubations. Addition-
ally, maximum δ13C-CO2-values remained below 160 ‰, several hun-
dred ‰ lower than biotic incubations. The relatively limited increase in 
δ13C-values of CO2(HS) in the abiotic control can be explained by ongoing 
radical reactions after the initiation of photooxidation (Gewert et al., 
2015; Royer et al., 2018; Ward et al., 2019), which potentially leads to 
prolonged 13C-DIC/CO2 leaching from the polymer particles even after 
exposure to the UV-source was stopped. 

3.2. pH and dissolved inorganic carbon of the incubation medium 

The pH and DIC concentrations were measured at the start and end of 
the incubations. We adjusted the pH to 8.0 at the start in all treatments. 
Throughout all incubations, pH values slightly dropped by 0.3 pH units 
(Table S2), due to microbial CO2 production; in the abiotic control, this 
can be attributed to the ongoing leaching of CO2 and photooxidation 
products into the medium. Similar to CO2(HS) concentrations, we found 
strong increases in DIC concentrations in the biotic incubations, 3-fold in 
the Standard Bottle and 4-fold in the Johan Bottle. In contrast, con-
centrations in the abiotic control increased only 2-fold (Table S2). 
Corrected for the volumes of liquid (~90 mL) and gaseous HS (~42 mL) 
in both bottle setups, the change in CO2(HS) and liquid phase DIC con-
centrations translate to the production of total inorganic carbon (

∑
CO2) 

of 14.2 μmol (Standard) and 22.3 μmol (Johan Bottle) in the biotic in-
cubations, contrasting with the 5.2 μmol in the abiotic control 
(Table S2). The higher increase of 

∑
CO2 in the biotic incubations cor-

responds to a similarly higher increase in δ13C-values of CO2(HS) when 
compared to abiotic control. The transfer of 13C from the isotopically 
labeled PE substrate to the 

∑
CO2 pool was thus higher in biotic in-

cubations, which provides unambiguous evidence for microbially 
mediated mineralization of PE-derived carbon. Our results corroborate 
earlier observations of the capability of R. ruber to degrade PE. For 
example, UV pre-treated PE was degraded by R. ruber in laboratory- 
based experiments, as demonstrated by FTIR analyses of the PE film 
(Gilan et al., 2004), determined by gravimetric weight loss (Nanda et al., 
2010; Sivan, 2011) or by a combination of gravimetry and gel perme-
ation chromatography (GPC) (Santo et al., 2013). Other Rhodococcus 
spp. like R. rhodochrous also showed the capability to degrade PE, as 
shown by a combination of FTIR and GPC (Bonhomme et al., 2003). 

3.3. Microbially mediated plastic degradation and microbial 
mineralization rates 

3.3.1. Net excess production of 
∑ 13CO2 

We calculated the fractional abundance of 13C (13F) for each time-
point from the obtained δ13C-CO2 values, as described in the Supple-
mental Information. We than determined the absolute 13Cex from 13F 
and the total amount of inorganic carbon in 

∑
CO2 according to Eq. (2). 

At the end of biotic incubations, 13Cex amounted to 0.15 μmol (Johan 
Bottle) and 0.18 μmol (Standard Bottle) (Fig. 1; Fig. S3). We also found 
13C excess production (13Cex) in the abiotic control, which was pre-
sumably related to perpetuated CO2 production after photooxidation 
(Gewert et al., 2018; Romera-Castillo et al., 2018; Ward et al., 2019). 
However, this was significantly lower than in the biotic incubations (p ≤
0.01 and p = 0.0004, t-test) (Fig. S3). For further rate calculations, we 
corrected 13Cex in the biotic controls for background processes in the 
experiments (Eq. (3)) against the abiotic control to obtain 13Cex(net). We 
found that 13Cex(net) was 0.132 μmol for the Johan Bottle and to 0.159 
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μmol for the Standard Bottle (Table 1). 
We calculated the 13Cex at intermediate timepoints from the 

modelled 
∑

CO2 values to assess the 13Cex(net) production over time. In 
the Johan Bottle, we observed a steady 13CEx increase, while the Stan-
dard Bottle showed some plateauing in the later phase of the incubation 
(Fig. 1). Similar trends of decreasing CO2 production rates in incubations 
with Rhodococcus rhodochrous and PE were reported previously by Rose 
et al. (2020). The apparent plateauing in 13Cex, reflects a steady state of 
the culture and several possible explanations for this can be found in (a 
combination of) the following processes, which are all inherent to mi-
crobial physiology of R. ruber in microcosm incubations: (I) Microbes 
can mainly degrade photooxidation products of PE (Romera-Castillo 
et al., 2018; Zhu, 2021) (i.e., nano-plastics, oligomers, monomers, and 
short-chain compounds that can also contain functional groups (Gewert 
et al., 2015)). These are probably easier to metabolize than the virgin 
polymer (Wayman and Niemann, 2021) and as a consequence, R. ruber 
could become carbon limited once photooxidation products are 
depleted. Rose et al. (2020) also suggested that decreasing CO2 pro-
duction in incubations with Rhodococcus rhodochrous and PE were 
related to limitations in bioavailable carbon. (II) Another potential 
process leading to plateauing of CO2 production is that R. ruber grows 
either in biofilms or flocculant aggregates (Gilan et al., 2004; Sivan 
et al., 2006). Once all available surface on plastic particles is covered 
with a R. ruber biofilm, the PE-related metabolic activity of the culture 
can no longer increase and thus the transformation rate of 13C-PE to 13C- 
CO2 remains constant. (III) In addition, biofilm formation leads to 
transport limitations with increasing biofilm thickness or density 
(Grötzschel et al., 2002), which would also limit microbial activity. (IV) 
Finally, we found FAs that indicate metabolic stress response (see 

below); potential toxicity of the plastic and/or its photodegradation 
could thus also lead to a decrease in metabolic activity. 

3.3.2. PE mineralization rates 
The net excess production of 1 unit 13C-

∑
CO2 corresponds to the 

mineralization of 0.5 units of PE-monomer (Eq. (1)). With respect to the 
molecular weight of 13C2H4 of 30 g mol− 1, net 13Cex in the Johan Bottle 
(0.1532 μmol) and Standard Bottle (0.159 μmol) thus translates to 
respectively 1.99 μg and 2.38 μg of PE oxidized during the ~1 month 
time course of the experiment (Table 1). With respect to the amount of 
PE substrate added (2 mg), microbial mineralization thus amounts to 
8.8 × 10− 2 % and 10.5 × 10− 2 % month− 1 (1.04 % and 1.24 % year− 1) in 
the Johan and Standard Bottle, respectively (Table 1). 

The PE mineralization rates determined in this study only represent 
one of the four phases of microbial degradation, and are therefore in the 
order of magnitude one would expect based on overall degradation rates 
in literature. For example, Gilan et al. (2004) used a pure culture of 
R. ruber strain C208 and found ~8 % mass loss of initial PE during an 
incubation period of ~1 month. A similar approach was chosen by Sivan 
et al. (2006), who also used gravimetry to show that the same R. ruber 
strain was able to degrade up to 7.5 % of the initial mass of PE over the 
course of ~2 months. Note that comparison of our results with other 
work on microbial PE degradation rates needs to be done with caution. 
Most studies present overall degradation rates, for example by 
measuring weight loss of the plastic over time. Microbial PE minerali-
zation rates are not available in literature, which makes direct com-
parison of our rates with literature difficult. Also note that our rate 
calculations are simplified by assuming first order kinetics (a linear 
mineralization pattern) with constant incubation conditions during the 
whole incubation period and by extrapolation over a full year. Due to 
our focus on PE mineralization rates and the fact that we measured 13C- 
CO2 production rates, we exclude other microbial processes in PE 
degradation, i.e., bio-deterioration and bio-fragmentation that transfer 
PE-derived 13C to the dissolved organic carbon pool. Microbial degra-
dation apparently leads to surface abrasion (see e.g.(Mor and Sivan, 
2008)). Hence, the previously used gravimetric methods might in parts 
be biased because of the loss of small fragments. Furthermore, it is 
difficult to make a comparison between different cultivation setups and 
methods, underscoring the need for accurate and standardized methods. 

We expect that the rate of PE degradation depends on factors such as 
the cell density of the inoculum (more cells facilitate higher degradation 
rates), surface to volume ratios of incubated plastic particles (higher 
surface to volume ratios allow more cells to simultaneously attach to and 

Fig. 1. Panel A: Net excess labeled CO2 production as calculated by Eq. (3). Black symbols denote 13Cex-values calculated from measurements of DIC and CO2 values, 
while grey symbols denote values based on modelled 

∑
CO2. Data are presented as averages ± standard deviation (n = 4). Panel B: Excess of 13CO2 (light grey) and 

13C-DIC (dark grey) produced over the course of the incubation (35 days). Stacked bars represent total 13C-excess production ± standard deviation (n = 4). 

Table 1 
Net excess production of labeled inorganic carbon and net PE mineralization 
(amount during incubation and as percentage of original amount). Net values 
were calculated from gross 13C-excess production corrected for chemical pro-
duction of CO2/DIC. Numbers represent average values ± standard deviation (n 
= 4). Note that PE mineralization rates in the Johan and Standard Bottles are not 
significantly different (p ≥ 0.27, t-test).   

Johan Bottle Standard 
Bottle 

PE start (mg) 2 2 
Net excess labeled inorganic carbon produced 

(μmol) 
0.132 ±
0.052 

0.159 ± 0.046 

net PE mineralization (μg) 1.99 ± 0.79 2.38 ± 0.70 
net PE mineralization (% year− 1) 1.04 ± 0.41 1.24 ± 0.36  
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degrade the plastic substrate), and temperature (Montazer et al., 2020). 
We hypothesized that another factor influencing microbial plastic 
degradation is the degree of biofilm coverage of MPD, which in turn is 
influenced by the fraction of wetted surface (Ter Halle et al., 2016). 
While plastic particles with negative buoyancy will sink and thus will 
have a completely wetted surface, positively buoyant plastics will 
partially be submerged in seawater and partially exposed to air (Ter 
Halle et al., 2016), influencing the degree of biofilm coverage of floating 
plastics. As a consequence, degradation rate measurements with posi-
tively buoyant particles could be affected by the presence of a headspace 
that is necessary to measure gaseous CO2. We tested this by comparing 
floating plastic particles exposed to the gaseous headspace directly 
(Standard Bottle) with particles that remain fully submerged (Johan 
Bottle) and found that values describing mineralization kinetics (Cex(-
net), PE mineralization rates or the %-mineralization of added PE) were 
not significantly different (p ≥ 0.27, t-test). The similar performance of 
both bottle setups can be attributed to the water vapor saturated at-
mosphere in the HS of the bottles, which results in particle surfaces 
being wetted constantly, regardless of their immersion status in a closed 
bottle as used here. In addition, motion induced by the rotary shaker 
leads to a rolling motion of small floating particles so that all sides of the 
particles will successively be immersed in the water phase (Ter Halle 
et al., 2016). This prevents that microbial biofilms on the particle sur-
face dry out. For small particles, we thus argue that ex-situ incubations 
(based on the methodological principles described here) are a valuable 
tool for assessing microbially mediated mineralization rates irrespective 
of whether these are negatively and positively buoyant. 

An important objective of ongoing research is to evaluate the fate 
and longevity of MPD in the ocean (Wayman and Niemann, 2021). This 
requires meticulous measurements of sinks for ocean plastic, for 
instance rates of physicochemical deterioration and microbial degra-
dation. We calculated mineralization rates from 

∑
CO2 and δ13C-CO2 

values. At a pH of ~8, at 25 ◦C and in equilibrium with the atmosphere, 
ocean and freshwater have DIC levels of ~1.2 and 1.9 mM, respectively 
(Orr et al., 2015). With our GC-irMS system, a difference in HS δ13C- 
values of <5 ‰ can reliably be resolved. Theoretically, with bottle 
setups and incubation boundary conditions as applied here (~90 mL 
liquid phase containing 2 mg 13C-labeled plastic, ~40 mL head space, 
assuming ~constant DIC, ~1 month incubation time), an increase of 5 
‰ in δ13C-

∑
CO2 translates to a mineralization of 0.004 % month− 1, or 

0.05 % year− 1 of the initially added plastic (note that higher 
∑

CO2 
levels will increase the rate detection limit, since the PE mineralization 
product 13C-CO2 is diluted by a higher 

∑
CO2 background). Clearly, 

measuring degradation rates of this magnitude with methods based on 
monitoring mass changes of the incubated plastic would be challenging. 
In addition, due to its sensitivity, our method requires relatively short 
incubation times in the order of days to weeks. This is especially an 
advantage when applying this method to study microbial plastic 
degradation in an environmental matrix, where long incubation times 
can lead to cross feeding. Because of cross feeding, 13C-label will also 
end up in the biomass of e.g. organisms that feed on plastic degraders 
which in return leads to an overestimation of mineralization rates. 
Furthermore, our method requires only small amounts of labeled poly-
mer, which allows for a reasonable simulation of environmental con-
ditions in the marine realm where concentrations of buoyant plastic are 
also relatively low. 

We quantified PE mineralization rates with a stable isotope tracer 
approach in a well-defined medium with Rhodococcus ruber as a known 
plastic degrader. In the past, Taipale et al. (2019) used SIP-based assays 
to trace 13C-label from substrate PE in a lacustrine food chain. A similar 
approach was taken by Zumstein et al. (2018) in soil incubations to 
study biodegradability of 13C-labeled bioplastic poly(butylene adipate- 
co-terephthalate), tracing 13C-label into soil microbes and CO2. For 
future studies, we suggest to not only monitor CO2(HS) at multiple time 
points but DIC, too. This allows calculating actual 13Cex production for 
all time points and thus improves accuracy and allows to determine 

degradation rates for several growth stages during the incubation. 
However, the comparably high volume of sample material used for DIC 
measurements typically requires termination of incubations for DIC 
measurements. This increases handling time and necessary resources. In 
contrast, CO2(HS) measurements can be conducted repeatedly over time, 
yielding temporal replicate measurements from single bottles. This re-
duces handling time and keeps the total amount of replicates relatively 
low. Our method is applicable for microcosm and has great potential to 
be used in experiments with natural samples. 

3.4. Stable isotope assimilation in cellular membrane fatty acids 

We traced 13C from PE into microbial biomass using stable isotope 
probing (SIP) of fatty acids. This method allows tracing of the utilization 
of a specific (carbon) substrate for growth by (micro)organisms (Max-
field and Evershed, 2014; Wegener et al., 2016) and is frequently 
applied to unravel food web structures (Gilbert et al., 2020; Middelburg, 
2014; Watzinger and Hood-Nowotny, 2019). Fatty acid distribution and 
associated δ13C-values in both bottle types showed major differences 
when compared to the microbial inoculum fixed with HgCL2 (sterilized 
controls) at the start of the incubation (Fig. 2). In both bottle setups, we 
found the FAs C16:1ω7 and C18:1ω8 and cyclopropyl FAs (CPFAs) 
cyC17:0 and cyC19:0, which were not present in the sterilized controls. 
Additionally, the fractional abundances of 10meC18:0 and C18:1ω9 
were higher in the biotic incubations compared to the sterilized controls. 
In contrast, C18:0 showed a lower fractional abundance in biotic in-
cubations versus sterilized controls in both setups. These FAs most likely 
emerged due to a physiological change of the bacterial cells. Our results 
are in accordance with previous studies showing that FA profiles from 
the actinomycetes R. ruber are dominated by C16 and C18 FAs (Gravouil 
et al., 2017), more specifically C16:0, C16:1ω7, C:18:0, and C18:1ω9. 
Additionally, previous research detected 10meC18:0 FAs in the order 
Actinomycetes (De Carvalho et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2021). 

Similar to the high 13Cex production, compound specific stable car-
bon isotope analyses revealed strongly 13C-enriched FAs in the biotic 
incubations, regardless of bottle setup (Fig. 2). δ13C-values of cyC17:0, 
C18:1ω8 and cyC19:0 were 2000–4000 ‰ in the Johan Bottle (abun-
dance weighted average of all FAs = 689 ‰) and higher (i.e. 2000–5500 
‰) in the Standard Bottle (abundance weighted average of all FAs =
510 ‰). This provides direct evidence that R. ruber C208 not only 
oxidized plastic-derived carbon but also assimilated it. In contrast, we 
could not find substantial 13C-enrichment in FAs in the sterilized con-
trols. We added the microbial inoculum to the 13C-PE amended MSM 
and added the HgCL2 ~ 30 min later, after all incubations were set up. 
The slight enrichment might thus be related to uptake of 13C from PE 
during this time period. 

In an attempt to approximate the amount of PE derived 13C assimi-
lated into biomass, we performed a rough estimation of 13Cex-bac-POM 
(13C-excess in bacterial particulate organic matter; see Supplementary 
Information). This indicates that approximately 0.77 × 10− 2 and 1.06 ×
10− 2 μmol of 13C from PE was assimilated into biomass. This is equiv-
alent to 0.12 and 0.16 μg of degraded PE, or 0.006 % and 0.008 % of 
added PE in the Standard Bottle and Johan Bottle, respectively. This 
indicates that only a small fraction of the labeled carbon ended up in 
biomass. Nevertheless, note that this estimate needs to be considered 
with extreme caution, as we do not account for labeling uptake in other 
cellular compounds (e.g. sugars and proteins) and we assumed that 
biomass concentrations remained constant during the incubation, while 
the uptake of labeled material into biomass reflects growth. Therefore, 
we likely underestimated the labeled carbon uptake. In addition, part of 
the label uptake might originate from cross-feeding within the cultures. 
The higher variety of labeled substrates could influence the ratios in 
which label is assimilated in different cellular compounds, which would 
influence the total amount of labeled carbon detected in fatty acids at 
the end of the incubation. Furthermore, a large fraction of PE-derived 
13C has probably accumulated in the pool of dissolved organic matter, 
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which comprises residual photodegradation products, bio- 
fragmentation products, and metabolites from R. ruber. We did not 
analyze this pool due to absence of proper analytical protocols for well- 
constrained determination of δ13C-DOC in our laboratory facilities, since 
it is impossible to distinguish labeled microbial metabolites against 
potential leachates from the substrate that would result in a highly 
labeled background signal. 

All FAs with high δ13C-values also showed a higher fractional 
abundance in the biotic incubations and at least some of these FAs were 
previously related to bacterial stress responses. In response to stressors, 
Rhodococcus species show changes in cell physiology and adaptations of 
the cellular membrane lipids to increase tolerance. This can result in 
increased unsaturation of FAs and increased content of 10meC18:0 and 
CPFAs (Pátek et al., 2021), as observed in R. erythropolis in response to 
increasing salt concentrations (De Carvalho et al., 2014). In case of 
solvent stress, the stress response decreases penetration of solvents 
through the inner membrane and was found to be species and solvent 
dependent (De Carvalho, 2019). For example, a previous study testing 
bioremediation potential of R. rhodochrous using 13C-enriched C16 and 
C18 alkanes as carbon source, showed that the bacteria synthesized 13C- 
enriched C16 and C19 FAs, of which the C19 FAs were probably methyl 

branched (Rodgers et al., 2000). 
Elevated production of CPFAs in the presence of environmental 

contaminants is apparently a common response in several bacterial 
species, including Rhodococcus species (Murínová and Dercová, 2014). 
For example, elevated production of CPFAs was found in Pseudomonas as 
a membrane adaptation that increases tolerance to organic solvents and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, possibly hindering accumulation of 
the pollutants in the cellular membrane (Pini et al., 2009). The adap-
tation of R. ruber to build up higher levels of CPFAs might be caused by 
hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon-like compounds that probably leach from 
PE as a result of UV-degradation (Gewert et al., 2018) and, possibly, 
microbial activity. Such compounds probably display similar adverse 
conditions than solvents. Cyclopropane, unsaturated, and methyl 
branched FAs change the packing of the lipid bilayer and lead to a higher 
membrane fluidity, yet CPFAs also induce a higher degree of order than 
unsaturated FAs (Murínová and Dercová, 2014; Poger and Mark, 2015). 
Additionally, CPFAs may decrease membrane permeability for protons, 
which aids the cell’s energy conservation (Siliakus et al., 2017). Seem-
ingly, CPFAs thus stabilize membranes against adverse conditions while 
promoting their fluidity. Furthermore, FA composition influences cell 
hydrophobicity. A decrease in membrane hydrophobicity makes it 

Fig. 2. Fractional abundance and δ13C values of fatty 
acids (FAs) extracted from life incubations and ster-
ilized controls of Johan Bottle and Standard Bottle 
setups. The horizontal lines represent the abundance 
corrected average δ13C value of biomass. The FAs 
C16:1ω7, C18:1ω8, cyC17:0 and cyC19:0 were only 
present in the biotic incubations, while the cyclo-
propyl fatty acids (CPFAs) showed a particularly high 
label intensity from incorporation of carbon from 
labeled PE into microbial biomass.   
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harder for the cell to adhere to solvents while an increase in hydro-
phobicity facilitates cell-to-substrate attachment and promotes biofilm 
formation, thereby improving substrate transfer into the cell (De Car-
valho, 2019). 

4. Summary, conclusion and outlook 

We developed and evaluated a stable isotope tracer experiment for 
studying the kinetics of microbial plastic mineralization in liquid me-
dium on the lab scale. We found that our approach allows tracing 
isotopically labeled carbon from plastic into the mineralization product 
CO2, and thus provided unambiguous proof for the mineralization of 
plastic-derived carbon by microbes. We measured microbial minerali-
zation rates as low as 1 % year− 1 of the initially added PE, and the 
method setup would even allow quantifying >10-fold lower rates. This 
is far more sensitive than determining degradation rates by gravimetric 
methods. Furthermore, the strong 13C-labeling of membrane FAs pro-
vides evidence that PE-derived carbon supported cell growth. Our data 
suggest that modification of the membrane FA composition benefits 
R. ruber in media with PE and/or its photooxidation products. Despite 
the convenience of conducting only CO2(HS) measurements, our sug-
gestion for future studies is to monitor DIC concentrations, too, to better 
resolve degradation kinetics. To determine gross microbial degradation 
rates of PE, it is furthermore crucial to fully close the carbon mass bal-
ance and to quantify the 13C contents in the DOC pool and bacterial 
organic matter. For determining the potential of microbial species to 
degrade plastic, we furthermore suggest testing differential environ-
mental conditions and substrate concentrations. The combination of 
13C-labeled plastic and compound specific stable isotope analysis pro-
vides an avenue for investigating microbial plastic degradation in ex- 
situ, and potentially, also during in-situ experiments. This method 
could also be applied to assess the degradation potential of plastic in 
complex environmental matrices (i.e., including multiple groups of 
microbes and different carbon substrates). For this application, it is 
important to consider that SIP can be affected by potential cross feeding 
within the microbial community. The low amount of labeled plastic 
needed allows for a realistic representation of the marine environment, 
where MPD concentrations typically are also low. Application of this 
method can help to constrain the role of microbial plastic degradation as 
a plastic sink in the marine environment. 
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